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BYSTANDERS INl'ERVENI'IQN IN A CRIME 

a conparison between the resuZts of a fieZd 
, e:cperiment and. questionnr:zire studies. .. 

Jan J .M. van Dijk 
August Roell ' 
.Carl H.D. Steinmetz 

1.IN'l'RODUCTION" 

According to the cri.nti.nql opportunity perspective crime levels are> 

strongly dependent upon the effectiveness of both offidal and private 
. ~ 

persons or objects (~'~g. burglar alarms, locks) in preventing'crime 

f:tan occurring' either by their; presence alol1~ or by some sort of 

direct ori¢irec~ 'action (Cohen and Felson, 1979). flnp~~calf,y~~h 
has shdwn the ineffectiveness of both law enforcenent: program.<:1 and U 

technical, cr~ preventi~n in, pre~e~~ing cr~s (Kelling "a"i'O::' '1981;' 

" Van Dijk a~o., 1982). 
* '", 

J\: prerequisite for a $p<::cessful' program of crime, control seems to be a~" 
, ',_ ' .. " " ' , -:l'" C/ 

general willingness on the pc&tof the public to intervene 'J??rsonallY 

or, al~the~licewhen witnessing a,,, crime. II) theabsenct'of a" 

reasonably high l~vel of bystanders, intervention attempts to control 
\)' 0

1
", .:' 0 ,~ ; 

the pr.esently., exist1pghigh levels of cI;;irre in Western societies seem 
. ' ',,' ,.IJ ,~ "" '-K.-. 

t:o have little chance of s,uccess. 

A better underotanding of" the motivqtions of civ.U!ans to lnterven!F 

p9+sonally or to 'cooperate with the police when ob!O;!&Ving a crime 
: '. • ,: -:, ~.\ J 

therefore seems to be needed for the developoont of the criminal 
,'t'l ,j . " \\ . " (' . .t. ~ 

'opportunitY perspective. Attbe same time this kIptlledge is required 
.' ' .• ,' " ." \\' . , I f_ , • 

D" for'designing and evaluating future crime control projects ba$ed P'?On 
~';: ~~tru.~ ~~pective <!kwisand Salem, 1981):'·, . , 

\ Bystanders interventionhas~, asubj~t of intereSt for exper~W 
~chOlogistsfor7 s~ time {r.atane and Darley, 1970>"~ .Most ~f their 

earUer."studiesha~ been laboratory experiIrents. ~iological studies 
~J - . _ ,"} , ; :." t: 

"on pb1!ce/~ity relations have' often addl:essed the subject by 
, -.-.,' ". • • • '. "j 

~,of attitudinal questions (Junger-Tas', 1978). In ~ddition several 
., ~ 

,field experiments' Oil bystande:r:-s intervention in crime pave been conducted 
. . . . . ·1 , 

:recently by criminologiSts in the United Stq;tes (e.g. Dicknenn. an,d Hel-

wig, c' 1979 ~Takoosbran and ricxlinger, 1979). ~ " 
, a ' 

1:n this paper we wilt present tlJe mainre~Ults of a field exper.imeht on 
", ' !f'" ,.,., ',,', , !'cO(!·-' 

the responsesbypedest,rians to a (staged) 'biCycle theft." These result;:;; 

" 

e, 

" , 

:,\_ C" .. 
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will be canpared to the findings of a questionnaire study on the sane 

subject.· In the questionnaire study two kinds of data. have been 
'\ 

collected. };oirst, respondents were shCMn a photograph of a bicycle 

theft (taken during the field experiment) and were asked hew they 

would react when witnessing such a criIre. Second, respondents were 

asked whether they had actually witnessed any crime(s) (including 

bicycle thefts) during the last two years and if so, hew they had 

reacted. 

The resultc; of the field experiIrents have been presented elsewhere 

in greater detail (ROOUa.o., 1982). The results of the questioIlJlaire 

study have not yet been published. 

2. METHODS OF RESEARCH 

During 19$1 app. 100 bicycle thefts have been staged on various locations 

in The Hague (city areas and suburban areas) as well as in SOIfe village 

near The Hague. Most of the locations were situated either in the centre 

of shopping areas or nearby narketplaces or pavenent cafes. The staged 

incidents were standardized as follows. 

One of the researchers entered the location with a racing bicycle and 
." 

chained.it ostentatiously on a fenc~ or other ayailable object, using 
, ~ ,~" 

a clearly visible chainl9Ck. About one minute afte:r he left the location 

., an other researcher -a 3D-year old man, bearded, in jeans- entered 

the location and approached the racing bicycle. He took a large bo~t 

cutter fran his shopping bag, started to break the. chain in a highly 

visible manner and walked away with the bicycle. During this sequence 

-usUally ta.~ing about 2' or 3 minutes- one or ~ other re~eardhers 
observed fran a nearby point the behaviour and global. characteristics 

of all pedestrians passing the incident within a 'dircle of 3 or 4 xreters. " 

'l1le researcher playing t.;e role of the thief trl!=nPrized a'll cx::mtents 

nade to him, but did not respond in any way to the onlookers. 

In order to collect data on the rrotivations of non-interveners during 

same elxperiments groups of onlookers "were interviewed in it natural 

.. way. Research assistants joined groups of onlookers and started . 

conversations by"'nBking short coom:mts upon tho incident ('~look at him, 

n 

Ii 

1 
1 

! 

I 
I 
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about the disappearance of his biCycle. In addition to this follow-
, . 

up interviews were made with all persons ,who had intervened in order 

to explain the experimental nature of" the incident to them and discuss 

their thoughts and emotions regarding the staged theft. 

During about half of all staged thefts one or two police oteicers who 

collaborated with the researchers were present at the location wi thin 

a circle of 50 meters. Bystanders who reported the staged theft to 

the police were invited by the police to accompany them in order to 

interrogate the' f thief f. In all cases these bysta.nders were told by 

the police officers and researchers that they had participated in an 

experiment on police/community cooperation. 

Fram the populat~on'register of Amsterdam a random stratified sample 

was drawn of app. 1 000 persons above 15 years. On the l?asis of this 

sample 729 persons have been interviewed. The resulting sample was 

representative for the total population wi·th regard to sex, age and 

district. 
\.\ ,i 

From former studies it had became apparent that many respondents 

experience serious problems with verbal questions or their rrost 

likely response to.. a crime because tpey catylot imagine adequately 

the .situations verbally descr~ to them. In the present questionnaire 

the respondents were shCMn by the interviewer a photograph of. a' person 
\) 

engaged in a bicycle theft by means 0:1; a bolt cutter. The photo9rath 

shewed a situation which was similar to th~ staged ,thefts of· the fj,eld 

experiIrent. 

At the end of the questionnaire which addrEjlssed various other subjects 

in the ,area of crime and crime prevention '\;he :t:"espondents. were asked 

whether they had ever actually witnessed a seri.es of various types 

of criIre as a bystander, during the last two years. Hespondents who , 

responded pOsitively were subsequently interviewed about theif reactions. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 

In an earlier questionnaire' study on police/community relations in 

. 

, I 

~J 
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Table, 1 presents the intervention rates based on our data. An inter

vention could consist of 'addressing the thief or alert~rig the police. 

During the staged bicycle thefts 2 or 4" police officers were present 

within about 50 meters of the place of crime. 

Table1 1. A comparison of intervention rates in bicycle thefts, 
measured in t:hJ:;ee different ways. 

no inter
vention 

alerting a~essing 

reactions of respondents 
(N=690) on a photograph 
of a. bicycle theft 

reactions of respondents 
(N=40) who wi messed a 
bicycle theft 

reactionS of bystanders 
(N=195) tcwards staged 
bicycle thefts 

22% 

I! 55% 

93% 

the police, the thief 

40% 38% 

20% 25% 

5% 2% 

The data presented in table 1 show signi;f:icant differences between the 

intervention rates m:asured in three different ways. We will first 

discuss the., differences between tlle reactions of respondents towards 

a photograph of a bicycle theft and towards a bicycle theft they 

had actually witnessed. Next We will cc::n1tEnt upon the differences 

between the observed reactions during the field experiments and the 

reported rea~tions by the respondents of the questionnaire stQ.dy. " , , 

Fliiall y we will examine saoo correlates of. bystander intervent~on in 
cr.ime. 

3.2 Behavioural intentions and actual behaviour -------------------------------------------
Substantial discrepancies between~havioural intentions and actual 

behaviour have been found in innumerable areas of human behaviour 

(Dentscher, 19731 Fishbei and Ajzen, 19751 Van Dijk and Nijenhtiis, 1979). 

The present discreRilllCY between behavioural intentions (Le. :r.:eactions 

on a pho~aph) and actU{il1'fehaviour as repor~ QY respondents c;m 

partly be accounted for by the small percentage of respbndents who 

had witnessed bicycl~\ t1'teft in real life during t.4e last years. Most,. 

respondents probably have no idea how they would react wQen such a 

~. . .. ., "-
-------.~-----~------..----...----"'-~"~-... ~,,-,-,-' ... ,--, ..... ~...-..--..... --'"'."',,",,", 
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situation would occur. When interviewed about their IOClst likely 

response such respondents will be greatly influenced by the contextual 

aspects of the int;:erview itself. In teal life the decision 'whether to . / \ 
intervene or to \'1alk on is made in a-split second aIOClng a crOtld of 

other anonynous pedestrians. The decision to intervene will probably 

entail certain risks. In the interview situation the respondent is 

personally addressed about his response. He or she will often feel to 

loose face with the interviewer when answering in a negative way. A 

positive answer can be given without taking any risk. For these 

reasons bystanders'interventions in crime seem to be a clear example 

of a behavioural set tllat cannot be rreasured adequately by means of' 

attitudinai questi9ns. The behavioural intentions expreFsed by IOClst 

respondents seem to be superficial and at any rate poor rredictors of 

their actual' behavi.our. Of special interest are the behavioura,l 

intentions 'of those respondents who have actually witnessed bicycle 

thefts or other crimes during the last two years. The ~ison. 

between theirb<:>.havioural intentions and. their;reported reactions shOwed 

a statistiCally si9f1iftcantcorrel.:;tion between intended and reported 

behaViour (X2 = 161 df = 41 P < 0.0005). Nevertheless even aIOClng this 

subgroup of ~rienced respondents the discrepancies between intent

ions and actu(3.1 behaviourwe>..re fal.Ily high, as is shown in table 2. 

Table 2. A.canparison -between the behavioural int~ntions ~~)Sh~r a 
photograph of a bicycle theft and actual re!i?ppr-&es to ) 
observed crimes during the last two years . , 

behavioural 
intentions 
with regard 
to bicycle 
theft-

c 

no intervention 

warn the police 

address the 
offender 

Actual reactions to various crimes 

no inter
v,ention 

77% 

67% 

59% 

warn the 
pouce 

10% 

23% 

18% 

address the 'I 
offender 

13% 

i '< 

iO% 

23% 

N:=378 

N=153 

N=155 

" , 

i i 
i 

.. 

, .. 
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About half (45%) of the experienced respondents have stated they would 

intervene in some way when shown a phobograph of a bicycle theft though 

only 30% said to have done so when actualle witnessing a real crime. 

This finding again underscores the limitations and risks of measuring 

general attitudes towards bystanders intervention in crime. 

3. 3 e~!LE§:?Qrt~~L12~~Y!2!!L~E!SL ob~~EY~ ~~yio~ 
Table 1 shoos that a much higher percentage of the respondents who had 

witnessed a bicycle theft reported t<;> have intervened than the percentage 

of onlookexs who have been observed to do so in the field experiment. 

The self reported responses to actual incidents however, cannot be 

compared directly to the responses to the staged bicycle theft.s of the 

field experiments since the latter do not fully represent the variety 

of incidents which are witnessed by the public. The self report data on 

intexvention in crimes were found to be dependent u};On several context

ual aspects of the crime. The tendency to intervene was significantly 

higher when the. victim was known to. the potential intervener (X2 
= 13.06; 

df = 2; p< .01), when the offeI)der was known (X2 = 6.77; df = 2; 

p < .05) and when th~ crimes were observed fran a private or semi-private 

setting such as home, a pub, etc (X2 :: 23.74; df =:' 2; p < .001). Also 

when the potential possessed some form of authority (conductor, waiter, 

etc.) he was. IlPre likely to intervene (X2 = 7.11; df = 2; P < .05). In 

our field experiment~ the potential interveners did not know the victim 

or ~e thief, they were in the street When they witnessed the cr.i1ne and they 

had no function at the place of crime. Therefore the observed responses 

have to be ccmpared with the selt reported responses of those respondents 

who witnessed acrirne in the streets, did not know the offender or 

victim and had no official function. Of this matched subgroup of 142 

potential interveners 75% (107) reported to have walked on, 11% (16) 

reported to have ~ed the police and 13% (19) repo:tted to have inter

vened personally. These percentages are roughly the same for the sr&tu 

nunber of respondents who have witnessed a biCyCle theft by a stranger 

in the streets. 

'l'he resulting intervention rate of 24% is still higher than the one 

observed during the field exper:i.mo..nt (7%). The remaining difference, 

hooever, could be due to inade<}!,lacies of both the observations and self 

reports. '!he intervention" rate of the field experiment has been calculated 

by percenting interventions on observed onlookers. It is ~ite possible, 

hooever, that some of the onlookers did not consider the staged theft 

to be a theft. In fact, about half ()f the non-intervening onlookers who 

- 7 -

have been interviewed afterwards said they thought the crvmer was 

cutting his 16ck because he had lost his key. 

", 

If this explanation for non-interventioIl is taken at face value the 

Observed intervention rate by onlookers whb L~ought they were witness

ing a bicycle ti'eft is about 14%. Same of the self reported interventions 

on the other hand could be an artefact of the interview situation for 

the same reasons as the behavioral intentions discussed in panagraph 3.2. 

4. CORRELATES OF BYSTANDERS INTERVENTION IN CRIME 

Former questionnaire studies have shcrvm that the behavioural intention 

to warn the police is associated with a high age and the female sex. 

Middle aged males express a relatively strong intention to intervene 

personally (J.Junger-Tas, 1978). 

The behavioural intentions as measured in the present study by means 

of a photograph shoo exactly the same relationships with the factors 

sex and age. In addition to this we found a strong association between 

having followed a first-aid course and/or practising fighting sports 

and the beh?lvioural intention to invervene personally (p <: 0.0002). By 

means of five questions dn behavioural intentions in public emergency 

situations (accidents, elderly needing help, vandalism), a scale 

was developedl'for 5t::reet assertiveness A high score on this scale 

was strongly associated with the exPressed intention to intervene 

personally in bicycle theft (p < 0.0001). Furthennore an association 

was found between recent personal victimizations and high willingness 

to interven~. Those re~pondents who intended to intervene personally 

had also stated more often to experience feelings of anger when viewino 

the photograph of a bicycle theft than other gt:'oups: 

From both the field experiments and the data on actual experiences, 

hCMever ,a' different picture emerged. We will first discuss the findings 

of the fieJdexper:iment. The percentage of male onlook~rs who inter

vened personally was signific;,mtly higher than that of fenales. This 

difference, hooever, was due only to the extraordinarily high percentage 

of interventions by those males who were escorted by their wifes or 

lady friends (10%). Single males or all-male grOUP!? did not intervene 

more 6ften than did single females or all-female groups. 

The hypothesis that elder and/or female onlooke~s would exhibit a high 

tendency to warn the police was not vindicated by our experimental 

f:lndings .. Like Huston a.o, (1981) we did find a remarkably high 

s 

l' 

:! 
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percentage of fonrer vicitms am:mg interveners. Young males m:>re often 

rep::>rted to have winessed crimes than any other group. The typical 

bystander of crirre appears :tv have the same profil~ as the typical 

offender and victim (Van Dijk & Steinrretz, 1982). I-ICMever, annng those 

who had recently witnessed a crirre alnost no significant differences 

were found betwee the ones who had intervened personally or called 

the p::>lice and the ones who had not. The only personal characteristics 

associated with self rep::>rted il~terventions appeared to be fonner 

victimizationS '(X2 = 3.88; df =: 2; p < O.oU), high scqre for street 

assertiveness (X2 = 40.23; df;i= 12; p < 0.0001) and ~riencjng feelings 

of anger when viewing a pho~aph of a bicycle theft (X2 = 6.79; 

df = 2; P .( .05). The self rep::>rted interventions showed no relation

ships with age, sex, or in"olvem:mt in first aid activities or fighting 

sp::>rts. In this the dat..'l on self rep::>rted interventions differ markedly 

from the above presented\\attifudinal data. 

In paragraph 3.3 we have discussed the strong relationships between 

self rep::>rted interventions and several situational factors (e.g. 

knowing the victim or offender, ~Iing il fomal role of authority). It, 

appears fran our self rep::>rt datp;;that bystanders' interventions in crilre 
\/' 

are much m:>re dependent up::>n these and p::>ssibly other situational 

factors than upon personal characteristics such as sex, age, etc. and 

attitudes of the p::>tential intervener. It is p:!ssible, 'however, that 

within the nore harogeneous group of stranger to stranger interventions 

in pUblic places more and stronger relationships with personal 

,~~acteristics or victim experiences will be found. 
\. \, ;-;; 
'lile $elf rep::>rt data hav~, brought to attention the important fact 

that poteatial inverveners are not evenly distributed annng the p::>pulation 

but sttongly overrepresented annng male adolescents. These findings 

underscore the conclusion that there is little value in mea(:3tnring the 

behavioural intentions of the total p::>pulation with regard to inter-

ventions in crime. 

~~S:X1o!Q9:!S~~~ issti~::.-:;· 

The percentage of onlookers Who personally intervened or alerted the 

p:!lice' was much smaller in our field experiment and in the self rep:!rts 

on bystander experiences with crirre than the percentage of resp::>ndents 

who said that they would inten?i::ne when they 'Were shown a photograph 

- 9 -' 

of a bicycle theft. It also turned out that various personal' 

characteristics were much nore clearly related to would-be interveners 

than to actual interveners. Maybe the public does have clear opinions 

about the desirability of interventions in crime. However, such opinions, 

if they exist, .are rather fOOr predictors of actual interventions 

because real life situations are highly variable and seldom as 

unequivocal as for instance a photograph of a bicycle theft. The 

decision to intervene was found to be depencilentup::>n several situational 

aspects of the crime. Moreover, deriving intervention rates from 

the behavioural intentions of a representative sample 6f the total 

of the population may be deceptive since some groups of the p::>pulation 

-especially young males- more often witness crimes thad do other 

groups of the population. Hence, asking a representative sample of 

the population what they would do when Ilitnessing a crime, will 

hardly be helpful in understanding bystander~ interventions in crime. 

Field experiments are usually costs-effective but can cause ethical 

problems. Their main disadvantage from a methodological p::>int of view 

seems to be the unrepresentativeness of the staged crimes. The 

seleCtion of the' staged cJ:'j.mes! is 'restricted by botiiethI~al and 

practical reasons, e.g. more serious crimes and crimes bel-ween 

acquaintances cannot be staged. Also in field studies the experimental 

populations will usually not ~. quite representative for the theoretically 

relevant populations. On the other hand field experiments offer a 

unique possibility to study th.~ whole sequence 6f'ihtervention 

starting with the bystanders observing the crime or not. The visibility 

of crimes and the impact of technical prevention rneasuresupon this 

visibi~ity should preferably be studied by observations in naturalistic 

settings. Questionnaire studies on actual experiences with crimes 

as a witness and on the personal reactions .to these incidents seem 

to be of great value. Data cbllected in. this way were found to be 

similar to observational data in most respects. The great advantage' 

of this rrethod is the possibility to collect data on wibness 

experiences with all existing forms of crime and the reactions to 

thes~ of a representative sample of a given population., An extension 

of national or local victimization studies with some questions on 

actual experiences as witnesses seems to be ~ecommendable. 

.. 

; ; 
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5.2 !hSQ~~~~~!_!~~~~~ 

The very low percentage of byst.anders or onlookers of thefts who 

actually intervene or aall the police confirm the criminological 

notions of the anonyroclUs social environments of cities being conducive 

to criJre. The opportunities for carmittinglighly visible crimes 

without being bothered by bystanders seem to be fairly good in both 

Amsterdam and The Hague. Nevertheless staged bicycle thefts in 

small villages in tlle vicinity of The Hague did not elicit any rore 

interventions (Roelle.a., 1982). On the other hand it nrust be pointed 

out that one out of every four staged bicycle thefts during which 

police officers were present nearby, has been reported to the police 

by at least one of the onlookers. While we \>lere staging our thefts 

the police did not receive a single phonecall from peOple sayittg 

they had witnessed a bicycle theft. In the street the p:>lice officers 

could quite easily stinrulate the public to alert them by looking at, 

nodding at or greeting the public (Roell e.a., loc.cit.). These 

findings lend sane supp::>rt to the current hypothesis that foot 

patrols might benore effective ill gaining the supp::>rt fran the local 

population for controlling criJre than for instance car patrols. The 

questionnaire data on witness experiences have' ~lso brought to attention 

the very high percentages of civilians who actually observe the 

carmission of crimes. For instance in Amsterdam 58% of the respondents 

"said they had personally witnessed one or nore cr:ilres during the past 

two years. 

Espec'ially crimes like vandalism and pick-pocketing were founa to 

be highly visible. More respondents said to have witnessed such crim:!s 

than to have been victimized by them. 

These findings suggest that the'potentials for bystanders intervention 

and cooperation with the police are higher than fonnerly assumed. If 

nore civilians, especially male adolescents could be given concrete 

incentives for calling the police -swift and effective responses 

being the best incentive- the opportunities for corrmitting various 

types of crimes might be reduced considerably. )1 

" ... 
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